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93307:  Design

Part A: Commentary
Work presented for Scholarship Design revealed a wide range of engagement with topics and media applications that set
ambitious challenges within the scope of contemporary design. Good research practice empowered candidates to address
complex subjects with depth and insight. Hence, performances underpinned by research were uniquely insightful at
Outstanding Scholarship, enabling candidates to take ownership of ideas and fluently refine outcomes. These performances
jointly managed opportunities for lateral and conceptual enquiry through their ability to exploit format conventions and
polished crafting.

Key to those achieving Scholarship was the early establishment of a clear proposition that was applicable to the real world.
These candidates both positioned and investigated visual language and material processes to produce imaginative
outcomes, instituting their intent to deliver and refine authentic ideas. Subject matter that afforded topical engagements
included health, fashion, environments, music, festivals, events, well-being, and travel. Typically, these enquiries were
student-centred and, thus, established a viewpoint led by personal response and passion.

Candidates who created campaign-situated portfolios also generated their own body copy, straplines, tagline, masthead,
zine content, articles consolidating their quest for sophisticated ideation and risk-taking. This was the same for portfolios
engaged in storytelling, where students created their own narrative and invented aesthetic image and text-based outcomes
pertinent to the subject and related concepts. The marking panel also witnessed an extension to graphic novels whereby
three-dimensional making and moving-image modalities lifted performances to new heights.

Scholarship performances tend to select and situate formats pertinent to their topic and interests, often stepping outside the
common range of formats that Design has historically produced. New formats such as board games, interactive and pop-up
events, zines and innovative packaging offered critically thought-through solutions for the selected audience. Determining
who the audience is in the brief is essential for maintaining control between intent, execution and communication. This was
evidenced in workbooks that straddled the full design process, unpacking context, ideation, research into precedents, and
audience.

Part B: Report on performance standard

Candidates who were awarded Scholarship with Outstanding Performance commonly:

established an in-depth proposition that captured their interest, to the point that research and making manifested
authentic ownership of concepts and design outcomes
moved through a range of formats pertinent to their subject, demonstrating an ability to shift between graphic,
typographic, three-dimensional and interactive design modalities to enhance intention, message and meaning
integrated and extended conceptual and visual frameworks far beyond established practice conventions to exhibit
consistently high levels of synthesis, authenticity, and visual capitalisation
authored their own content, copywriting, and storytelling narratives, which allowed them to project depth of thinking
and highlight the calibre of their investigation and own critical and conceptual voice / point of view.

Candidates who were awarded Scholarship commonly:
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embedded and managed an ongoing “research refuelling” process to identify and utilise new visual tactics and media
processes
sustained practical exploration in a quest to uncover and reveal new concepts and links for imaginative and
thoughtful idea development
synthesised conventions located in appropriate models, demonstrating the ability to move on from starting points to
formulate their own visual language
prioritised the value of ideation to extend and locate new paths for investigation, showing an ability to take risks
confidently.

Candidates who were not awarded Scholarship commonly:

did not link elements or integrate the most successful visual and conceptual findings to articulate story, message and
meaning 
mismanaged relationships between the proposition, visual language and media processes, therefore lacking the
levels of mastery and coherency required to formally communicate ideas and construct well-crafted artefacts
engaged in an investigation that was too narrow and did not demonstrate the use of drawing / thinking tactics to
extend ideas and enrich solutions
presented workbooks that only showed the making process with step-by-step descriptions of practical decision-
making, rather than using it as a tool to enhance critical reflection, test new avenues for ideation, and provide critical
insight into synthesis and contextual engagement.

93306:  Painting

Part A: Commentary
Scholarship Painting included a robust and lateral range of submissions. Whatever painting medium candidates chose to
use, there was evidence of their commitment to the time required to achieve sought-after and refined results. Ideas and
themes were clearly framed, explored, and appropriately integrated into picture-making concerns.

Successful submissions hit the ground running; preparatory and initial works were found in the workbook. The maturity of
many first portfolio boards indicated that projects were well-prepared and set up for the rigour that followed. The use of
artistic reference at the high end was implicitly integrated into the enquiry. Established practice acted as a platform – it was a
way in  – with candidates moving into their own trajectory to develop and push the investigation forward. It was good to see
how many candidates are looking at art in galleries; having seen paintings in the real, they can confidently transport new
knowledge into practice.

Candidates become more mature in their practice by developing a body of work rather than simply working to task. This
confidence is built through extensive media handling, which is informed by learning accumulated over the year’s work. At the
same time, the proposition is not overcomplicated by trying to cover too much ground. This level of control resulted in work
that created a strong sense of play and enjoyment with candidates’ intentions being positively affected. This was evidenced
in the testing of painting techniques, extensive photoshoots for compositional understanding, and the inclusion of other
works not presented on the portfolio – all undertaken in relation to the central concern of improved / developed picture-
making.

In workbooks, it was good to see many reviewing their portfolio boards and practice regularly to make decisions. There was
a strength in workbooks that framed a concise and straightforward proposal that was achievable and, therefore, enabled a
deep enquiry to develop. This strength was reiterated by experimentation into the use of paint and robust analysis of colour
palettes with some strong cohesion of concept to process. A wide range of approaches, including water colour, acrylic, and
oil, combined with an extensive technical repertoire, was a highlight of the portfolios. Every work presented was essential to
the enquiry, evidencing a high level of critical thinking and editing.

Finally, it was excellent to see some ongoing enquiries into abstraction – it is a useful and valid approach / method and
enables fruitful investigations to occur that explore the medium.

Part B: Report on performance standard

Candidates who were awarded Scholarship with Outstanding Performance commonly:
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understood and showed ownership of their proposition based on a sophisticated enquiry through research, enabling
them to expand their central proposition through lateral and, at times, unexpected avenues
operated with a sense of genuine engagement and enjoyment of processes, reflecting a sense of celebration of
painting
demonstrated a real growing maturity of practice via a process of working, achieved through making a larger body of
work that occurs alongside and preceding the portfolio submission
communicated ideas using clear statements that were well-edited and relevant to the production processes through
evaluation, analysis, and reflection to support a considered layout and integration of artistic references.

Candidates who were awarded Scholarship commonly:

integrated artistic reference successfully to re-evaluate, resulting in an advancement of their proposition in new and
original ways
took their own photographs to create compositions, which both reflected ownership of investigation and
demonstrated their ability to develop ideas
consistently managed subject matter conventions and technical processes with a high level of skill
presented a thorough engagement and logical investigation of artistic reference by communicating how opportunities
were identified, developed, and further clarified to expand their initial proposition and create a coherent investigation.

Candidates who were not awarded Scholarship commonly:

presented making and thinking processes by merely describing the process undertaken across the portfolio boards
rather than critical analysis and reflection
relied on a low-level research component that resulted in few options to develop work; for example, found images on
the internet that related thematically to their proposition, but they were unable to identify how they could use these to
push their production and development forward
established a linear journey with a seemingly predetermined outcome that limited conceptualisation opportunities
were unable to sustain making past initial explorations or develop smaller passages of work to help promote
discovery through making.

93310:  Photography

Part A: Commentary
Scholarship Photography consisted of a strong field with many candidates engaging in topics that were clearly of personal
significance. Seeking out such subject matter and ideas that could be explored in depth encouraged sophisticated and wide-
ranging engagement with the medium. One of the most significant assets for successful candidates, as noted by the
marking panel, is being able to take ownership of the enquiry, thereby evidencing authenticity.

Through a strong commitment to their topics, candidates have been able to present a realised proposition using approaches
that are experimental in nature, process-driven, directed / staged. These types of projects reflect on their relationship to the
medium and how this is then instrumentalised within the work. Links to established practice are also informing and active, in
that they are intelligently chosen and consciously integrated to make productive shifts in the practice.

Workbooks played a significant part in the development of work and its presentation for Scholarship. Candidates used the
workbooks to effectively reflect upon previous work, look closely at individual passages of practice, and build upon the
narrative arc or process phases. Of note was how candidates appeared to be open to what might happen next – responding
to process to lead an investigation. This attention meant more Scholarship submissions had a life behind the portfolio and
that what appeared on the portfolio was episodic and fluid, matched in the workbook by the background explorations and
parallel body of artworks.

The range of photographic process present in the field was incredibly wide-ranging from digital to darkroom to hand-
generated. Where projects extended into other disciplines, the selected avenue was carefully analysed and applied
inventively, but, at the same time, in context with the topic and the identified photographic trajectory. For example, if the topic
referred to waters, process-based devices that referred to the fluidity of the medium and in some instances exploited the
fluidity of analogue process to activate meaning.

Overall, the Scholarship entries were of a very high standard – genuine, well-engaged, well-informed, and convincingly
supported by the relationship between the workbook and the portfolio.
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Part B: Report on performance standard

Candidates who were awarded Scholarship with Outstanding Performance commonly:

knew how to personally engage and create an access point to their investigation
thought about the role and relationship of the workbook to contribute to the body of work successfully; the workbook
demonstrates the thinking and journey, which is entirely different from making the workbook after the project has
finished
produced large volumes of work, which was indicative of the level of commitment they had for their project, to the
point where ideas critically moved between research and making
reflected on their project’s relationship with the medium of photography to set up a proposition that had a future
beyond the portfolio.

Candidates who were awarded Scholarship commonly:

presented a holistic enquiry of evidence that was authentic and displayed ownership with a clear direction that was
realised in the proposition right from the outset
opened the process to lead the investigation rather than fitting the project into a framework
researched around context, positively influencing the relationship between the portfolio and workbook; in particular,
expanding their concept and providing options for editing images
analysed and evaluated passages of work to make informed decisions on the project's direction.

Candidates who were not awarded Scholarship commonly:

described in workbooks what was already obvious visually, taking up three of their eight pages without any in-depth
analysis of making and thought processes
relied on artistic reference, to the point where they made their ‘version’ of the artist’s work, thereby presenting a
show-and-tell approach without any sense of analysis and understanding
put together a workbook post-portfolio, which limited the scope of the project, often with pages emulating artists' work
or biographies of artist models
lacked the ability to introduce what they were photographing, by omitting to ask questions that could help focus the
enquiry, such as who, where, what, why, and how.

93309:  Printmaking

Part A: Commentary 
Scholarship Printmaking presented a field of convincing performances. There was a distinctive buoyancy in the way
candidates embraced the medium, exploiting the fundamental conventions and employing excellent editing to activate
strong entry points and conclusions.

Candidates seamlessly mixed print processes such as woodcut, collagraph, etching, drypoint, monoprint, pronto plate,
digital, and screen printing. Often these processes were revisited throughout the enquiry as a way to mediate the topic and
extend the dialogue by applying different technical emphasis and voice. Alongside this focus, candidates considered the
compositional scale of prints and potential layout on the portfolio, reflecting astute thinking and decision-making.

It was good to see candidates exploring challenging ideas, social and global issues, but related to personal topics. Claiming
ownership over topics embeds an authenticity that promotes the candidate’s own voice and encourages original outcomes.
This is also an imperative for those who successfully achieve Scholarship, along with a range of artistic reference that is
well-integrated into the enquiry; that is, they don't rely on one artist’s work to motivate their own. Their art work is developed
using established practice as a reference point versus mimicking a style.

Formal explorations and attention to print process effectively supported conceptualisation. Overall, the field was widely
experimental, with candidates trialling lots of different options, such as composition, layering, different proximity (macro /
micro) and testing conceptual as well as pictorial solutions. This was matched with sensitivity to relations between print
methods and appropriate selection of printmaking papers or surfaces (matt and shiny).

Successful candidates consistently had a large number of works on the portfolio, which helped them to extend the
sequencing and synthesis of ideas. They often used printmaking practices for making installation or printing onto alternative
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surfaces and objects in relevant and sophisticated ways to build and expand ideas.

Drawing skills continue to play a big part in the successful unpacking of ideas and topics. This is evident in both the portfolio
work and what is included in the workbooks. Many are using drawing to test ideas, but also as options for creating
composition and narrative / storytelling, which expand the enquiry beyond the linear into lateral trajectories.

It is worthwhile noting that if candidates are inclined to work at scale, it is essential a good photograph of the work is
included, plus a detail if relevant (with caption description as appropriate).

Part B: Report on performance standard 

Candidates who were awarded Scholarship with Outstanding Performance commonly:

showed ownership, authentic inquiry, exceptional engagement and deep, independent thinking through a
conceptually led investigation of a complex proposition
explored technical, pictorial and conceptual concerns intelligently and broadly through analysis and clarification in an
interconnected relationship between the portfolio and workbook
demonstrated a high level of technical fluency through strong drawing skills based on their individual stylistic
strengths / interests
presented a large number of works and experimental investigations on the portfolio and in the workbook, showing
risk-taking, critical analysis and self-reflection as constant questioning.

Candidates who were awarded Scholarship commonly:

set up a proposition, often of personal significance, broad enough to allow an ongoing investigation and enable the
development of a depth and range of explorative and inventive ideas
evidenced sustained and thorough research in both workbook and portfolio, including related concepts from other
fields, critical analysis and reflection of own work (as well as unsuccessful works), own photographs to explore
composition, synthesis of ideas from established / contemporary practice, technical explorations, collages, thumbnail
studies, new works and future possibilities
produced work that consistently demonstrated a high level of fluency of technical skill, intuitively and seamlessly
integrating processes to reform ideas and create further possibilities
showed confident use of a range of pictorial devices to explore composition and extend into innovative ideas.

Candidates who were not awarded Scholarship commonly:

had propositions that were self-limiting and did not provide enough potential or scope to sustain a year of committed
study
used description and past tense in the workbook to narrate ‘what’ they did as a step-by-step description, rather than
recording their thinking in-process to explain ‘why’ they made decisions
included images and descriptions of artists’ works, with limited or no reference to how they had informed their
thinking and art making
reused plates and repeated similar pictorial concerns in a number of works (typically on the third panel).

93308:  Sculpture

Part A: Commentary
Scholarship Sculpture presented a high-calibre field of conceptually sophisticated and technically engaged entries. Many
candidates committed to a specific skillset of processes and methods to develop a complex and in-depth investigation into
well-selected topics. The diversity of submissions was extensive and, to an extent, not comparative; this aspect is what
positioned many of the presented projects / practice as art.

Working to scale enabled the art works produced to own their objecthood and relationship to the real world. This was
achieved by candidates making appropriate decisions between materials and making. They also worked with a good level of
restraint, which is a brave thing to do – thereby conceptualising through strategic selection of media, technical process and
metaphoric use of materials. Working with recognised conventions and tropes, many engaged with complementary methods
within their proposition – object, social action, decorative / aesthetic – operating in unison to construct the bigger picture.
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Contextual research formed a significant and relevant part of investigations. This research was equally pertinent to topics
from contemporary / historical art to externally related contexts such as histories of place, meaning, and signification,
processes of making and crafting. It also helped shape decisions regarding the sculptural approach employed to deliver
related clever solutions and three-dimensional outcomes.

It was good to see genuine workbook practice that was well-edited and added to the portfolio submission. Candidates used
the workbook to clearly reflect on the conceptual steps made and evaluated the outcomes in a critical and yet growth
mindset manner. It was noted on several occasions that candidates were ‘living the work’. Successful workbooks were
demonstrably genuine in that they were used to mark out relationships to personal and or global histories.

It was pleasing to note the number of practices operating within manageable scales; for instance, working with accessible
materials, installing work in a variety of sites, temporary and ephemeral practices, and portable ways of making. A vast
range of sculptural materials are being used that effectively develop opportunities and art work. Candidates understand the
potentials and limitations of a given material, whether it is the more traditional materials versus found materials on the street
to peanuts to pencils; all relevant materials for possible use in contemporary sculptural practice.

Part B: Report on performance standard 

Candidates who were awarded Scholarship with Outstanding Performance commonly:

used personal convictions, reflections, and issues to speak from a place of authentic understanding to define the
context of the sculptural proposition
employed a strategic attitude to setting appropriate modes of sculptural practice that supported the conceptual
framework and premise of the submission
enabled complementary methods and processes to expand the ideas within a central sculptural proposition
demonstrated a superb command of a wide range of materials and technical processes and used these to work
seamlessly between small-scale and large-scale systems of making.

Candidates who were awarded Scholarship commonly:

used the workbook to present underlying related research that supported the sculptural activity on the portfolio
boards
demonstrated ownership of the contextual and aesthetic approach employed to develop and refine the sculptural
proposition
referenced established sculptural practice that allowed for lateral approaches to the central proposition
engaged in a wide range of sculptural methods that were strategically linked to the conceptual structure of the work.

Candidates who were not awarded Scholarship commonly: 

struggled to critically reflect upon problematic sequences of work and then repeated these same issues with
intermittent success
engaged in a limited range of material processes and techniques and thus limited any expansion of the proposition
made work that was highly derivative of or misunderstood established sculptural practice
failed to recognise established sculptural conventions in either the documentation or the presentation of the art work
presented the same images from the portfolio in the workbook, which was repetitious, offered no additional evidence,
and did not advance the sculptural proposition.
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